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Next Generation Automotive Cybersecurity with
Software Defined Perimeter & Blockchain
advancements on the AV START Act have
sent a clear signal that the automo ve
industry needs to get serious about
cybersecurity. The immediate security
risks to connected cars and long-term
risks to autonomous vehicles must be
addressed. The “Self Drive Act” outlines
the cybersecurity plan for autonomous
driving systems.
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The emergence of autonomous vehicles
is radically changing the automo ve
business. This change is bringing in new
revenue genera on opportuni es for
the whole industry, but with it, also new
risks - speciﬁcally cybersecurity. Since
autonomous vehicles are completely
dependent on connected so ware
for all aspects of their opera on, they
are vulnerable to a broad spectrum of
cybersecurity a acks. As we see in the
news every day, even well-established
sectors like the ﬁnancial industry
and government agencies are s ll
struggling to deal with the same issues.
Subsequently, the automo ve industry
will actually have to leapfrog exis ng
approaches to cybersecurity to ensure
that all exis ng threats are mi gated but
also that future “unknown” threats are
prevented. Automo ve cybersecurity is
much more than ransom, data breach,
stolen personal records, etc. - it is about
the safety of our lives!
The recent sanc on of an automo vespeciﬁc cybersecurity bill in the US
congress, H.R. 3388, also known as
the “Self Drive Act”, and the Senate’s
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Tradi onally, the automo ve industry only
adopts mature technology. Unfortunately,
the rapid pace of so ware development
requires the automo ve industry to
become more innova ve with respect to
how it views so ware. More importantly,
the drama c increase in cybersecurity
a acks demands coopera on among
OEMs,
Tier-1
suppliers,
so ware
developers and cybersecurity ﬁrms at
a scale that has never been reached
before. Today’s automo ve cybersecurity
solu ons in the marketplace are at best
an a er-thought. There are s ll many
unanswered ques ons including how
to safeguard internal vehicle systems
from a acks, ensure data integrity while
also providing data privacy and secure
vehicle-to-cloud communica ons in
millions of vehicles that each supports
hundreds of ECUs, sensors, domain
controllers, radars, LiDAR and ADAS. In
order to deliver cybersecurity solu ons
to address these speciﬁc ques ons for
connected and autonomous vehicles, a
number of factors must be considered
such as scaling globally to a massive
number of vehicles, detec ng so ware
tampering and malware, support an array
of telema cs, informa on and safety
applica ons, enabling precision access
control to vehicle so ware suppliers
and mee ng regional safety, privacy and
driving regula ons.
Fortunately, there are two new emerging
technologies, So ware Deﬁned Perimeter
(SDP) and Blockchain, that oﬀer a path
forward. SDP enables the provisioning
of secure communica ons between
the so ware process within the vehicle
and cloud-hosted applica ons while
Blockchain enables secure messaging. By
combining the any-to-any connec vity of
the SDP with the scale of the Blockchain,
an eﬃcient cyber security model for

connected and autonomous vehicles can
be created. In order to further provide
secure connected and autonomous
vehicles in a systema c manner and
provide the required safety, a number of
prac ces should be adopted:
•

Incorporate
an
industrywide
Automo ve Cybersecurity Life me
(from cradle to grave) Compliance
Cer ﬁca on
program.
Make
cybersecurity a mandatory part of
a vehicle’s product development
process.

•

Establish
a
joint
automo ve
cybersecurity taskforce that is
responsible for proac ve preven on,
mi ga on and correc on of threats
and a acks.

•

Provide regulatory agency access to
vehicle metadata (non personally
iden ﬁable informa on) for random
cybersecurity compliance checks and
valida on.

What is a Software Defined
Perimeter (SDP)?
SDP is a new approach to cybersecurity
that is designed to provide on-demand,
dynamically provisioned secure network
segmenta on, that mi gates networkbased a acks, by crea ng perimeter
networks anywhere in the world, whether
it is in a cloud or in a data center. The
architecture comprises of three main
components:
•

Virtual Gateway: A SDP virtual
gateway is deployed in a cloud, data
center or a connected gateway in the
vehicle depending on the use case.
This SDP virtual gateway combines
the func ons of a Firewall, VPN and
applica on layer gateway in a single
virtual appliance by only allowing
approved so ware on authorized
devices to connect to protected
applica ons inside the vehicle as well
as to the cloud.

•

Client: To allow vehicle so ware
processes to connect to protected
applica ons, they must u lize the
SDP client which can be embedded
inside e.g. an over-the-air (OTA)
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•

so ware management and data
client. This SDP/OTA client has three
dis nct purposes. Firstly, it allows
the automo ve policy engine to
determine the vehicle iden ty.
Secondly, it allows the remote analysis
of so ware and system processes to
detect the presence of malware. And
lastly, it provides a secure applica on
layer connec on between a so ware
process or ECU inside the vehicle
to a so ware process on a cloud
applica on server.

use cases and OEMs could use a private
Blockchain as a pla orm to enhance their
overall cybersecurity for vehicles, validate
so ware bills of materials, enable cost
eﬀec ve micro-payment, strengthen
iden ty management and improve data
valida on. Examples include pooling of
data from vehicles, ﬂeet management,
op mize business processes, enable peerto-peer mobility sharing capabili es that
can all disrupt exis ng business models
and improve overall opera ons.

Controller: Tying the SDP/OTA client
and gateway together is a controller.
The SDP controller func ons as a hub
between the client and the gateway
as well as external policy systems.

Combining Software Defined
Perimeter and Blockchain for
Automotive

The SDP’s interlocked security controls
protect so ware systems within a vehicle
and their data from cybersecurity a acks.
All SDP transac ons are cryptographically
cer ﬁed to mi gate real me tampering
while the architecture scales to millions
of vehicles suppor ng billions of so ware
modules and ECUs.

What is Blockchain?
Blockchain, also known as Distributed
Ledger Technology (DLT), is a decentralized
database for ledgers and transac ons.
Bitcoin, also known as cryptocurrency,
is one of the most famous and widely
adopted global virtual currencies in the
world and is based on Blockchain. Users
gain access to their Bitcoin balance using
their private key.
Being immune to a single point of failure
and security issues provides a lot of
advantages to Blockchain compared
to tradi onal databases. The main
advantages of the Blockchain are its
immutability, scalability with data security,
high data integrity, super transparency (all
nodes have visibility into every messaging/
transac on metadata) and its ultra-low
cost per message/transac on making
it very suitable to e.g. micro-payments.
Deployments of Blockchain can be either
public or private, where, in a public
Blockchain (permission-less), any node on
the Internet can read from and write to
the ledger with appropriate applica on
whereas, in a private Blockchain, all the
nodes in the network are known and have
explicit permission to read and write the
ledger.
The
above-men oned
Blockchain
characteris cs make it ideal for automo ve
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Blockchain enable secure messages that
can carry a wide variety of payloads from
the status of sensors to the delivery of
private encryp on keys while an SDP
provides secure in-vehicle and Internet
links. Thus, blockchain messages can
be used by ECUs to signal management
systems on their status. If a situa on
requires a secure bi-direc onal link, an
SDP connec on can be provisioned from
a vehicle-to-cloud resource and, once set
up, Blockchain can be used to transmit
messages between internal vehicle
systems. The combina on of SDP and
Blockchain technology creates a system
that is very lightweight and scalable, and
yet has the ability to create secure enclaves
when required. In addi on to suppor ng
telema cs and safety applica ons,
this Blockchain/SDP pla orm can also
support mul ple cryptocurrencies such
as Bitcoin or Ethereum and thereby be a
cri cal digital payment founda on for the
automo ve ecosystem.
A simple, but powerful example, of how
short Blockchain messages and SDP
connec ons complement each other, is
the challenge of driving an autonomous
vehicle in the snow. As an autonomous
vehicle drives through a snowstorm,
it can con nuously send Blockchain
status messages to cloud-based safety
monitoring systems. However, if the
vehicle gets stuck in the snow and is
unable to dislodge itself, a secure SDP
connec on can be provisioned which will
backhaul all the vehicle image sensors
to a specialized cloud applica on for
processing.

Key Takeaways
Both SDP and Blockchain represent the
cu ng edge of technology. For example,
Gartner listed SDP as one of the most
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important new technologies in 2017 to
reshape the enterprise market. Similarly,
Blockchain is being adopted as a secure
messaging protocol in a wide variety of
applica ons due to its low cost and high
scalability. The automo ve industry could
adopt both technologies as a founda on
for secure OTA so ware/ﬁrmware/
content updates, secure data exchange
and autonomous driving communica ons.
Both Blockchain and SDP are open license
free public domain standards and both
concepts are proven in large-scale cri cal
deployments in areas such ﬁnance and
tele communica on. This restric on-free
model means that there is no barrier for
the automo ve industry to adopt and
innova ve on top of them.
With a acks rising every year,
cybersecurity has become one of the most
important focal points for the automo ve
industry. A disrup ve approach must
be incorporated to ba le the threat of
cybersecurity a acks that are becoming
more sophis cated each day. With the
Blockchain-based SDP, OEMs have a
unique solu on that can empower the
global automo ve industry to secure
connected cars and autonomous cars with
conﬁdence.
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